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1. Introduction
Some objects in the sky vary over time in terms of how much of their energy reaches the earth.
Studying how the energy varies, and identifying any periodicities, will give clues as to what is
actually happening at the source.
The purpose of this paper is to document the current methods involved in gathering and
processing data, specifically on the variable object Markarian 501. The intent is that this will
provide a foundation for later work to automate the process.

2. Background
One category of variable objects is Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN). Markarian 501 is an
AGN Blazar.
Blazars are some of the most energetic objects in
the universe. Current theories are that they arise
from material at the center of a galaxy
accelerating into a black hole. The energy
released from this is focused by intense magnetic
fields, forming jets as shown in Figure 1.
Some of these galaxies are oriented in a way that
their jets point in the direction of our earth: these
are called “Blazars.” If not, they are called
“Quasars”, also shown in Figure 1.
In the case of Markarian 501, identifying patterns
to the how the energy we observe varies could
help to formulate theories about the nature of the
jets, the magnetic fields, the black hole, etc.
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Figure 1 – Blazars vs. Quasars

3. Observations
Observations for this research were conducted with the Remote Observatory for Variable Object
Research (ROVOR) in Delta, Utah (see Figures 2 and 3). ROVOR is operated under the
direction of Dr. J. Ward Moody, Brigham Young University, Department of Physics and
Astronomy.

Figure 2 – ROVOR Housing, with Removable Dome

Figure 3 – ROVOR Telescope

The ROVOR telescope is a 16-inch reflector with a 1024x1024 pixel CCD (Charge Coupled
Device) for recording digital images. Images shown in this report were taken previously with a
512x512 CCD.
The telescope can be managed remotely from an Internet-connected computer. The telescope’s
computer is connected to the Internet via a 2-way satellite link.

4. Image Processing / Data Reduction
Figure 4 shows an image of Markarian 501 (indicated by the arrow) taken by ROVOR.
To get reliable data from such an image requires eliminating at least 3 sources of error:
• Bias
• Dark currents
• Flat-fielding
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Figure 4 - Mrk501 Original Image

Bias Errors
To keep the pixels on the CCD from giving negative values, their voltage is biased up, usually to
about 2,300 counts. These counts must be subtracted off the actual image frame pixel by pixel.
To do this a reference bias frame is needed.
To get a reference bias frame a zero-second image is taken with the shutter closed. Basically this
just records where the pixels are to start with. This is processed into what is called a master zero
frame, an example of which is provided in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Example Master Zero
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One issue that has to be managed, at least in the case of ROVOR, is that the CCD bias has been
noted to fluctuate throughout the night. To overcome this, multiple bias frames are taken
throughout the observation times. Object images are later corrected using the closest timecorrelated master zero frame.
Dark Current Errors
With CCDs there is a gradual accumulation of electrons in the pixels of the detector, called dark
current. Some pixels exhibit larger dark currents than others and are called “hot pixels.” The
accumulation is related to the temperature of the detector and is repeatable and essentially linear.
To get a reference dark current frame, a non-zero-second (usually about 30 seconds) image is
taken with the shutter closed. This is processed into what is called a master dark frame, an
example of which is provided in Figure 6. Note all the white dots, corresponding to hot pixels.

Figure 6 - Example Master Dark
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Flat-Field Errors
CCDs have uneven sensitivity across the chip. Additionally, illumination of the chip is uneven
due to imperfect optics and dust. These factors result in the field not being “flat” as it gets
recorded by the CCD.
A typical way to obtain a reference flat-field frame is to point the telescope at a “flat” part of the
twilight sky (where the light level is approximately the same across the field of view) and record
several images. These are processed into what is called a master flat frame, an example of which
is provided in Figure 6.
Note the greater illumination at the center of the image and the doughnut shapes caused by
diffraction from dust. These are the errors that will need to be processed out to get the final
image.

Figure 7 - Example Master Flat
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Image Processing
Once the master zero, dark and flat-field frames are prepared they are used to process the
original object images. A common method to do this is to use the “ccdproc” task from the IRAF
(Image Reduction and Analysis Facility Figure) software package.
Figure 8 shows the original image after such processing was done. While it may be hard to see
in this document, the bias and hot pixels were eliminated, and the uneven center and bottom
illumination were flattened out.

Figure 8 - Mrk501 Processed Image

Image 4 is repeated below for comparison:

Figure 9 - Mrk501 Original Image

Note the flaw in the CCD (the black vertical line in the upper right quadrant) remains in both
images.
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Using IRAF
IRAF has programs (called tasks) not only to create the final processed image, but to create the
master zero, dark and flat frames, do photometry, etc. To perform all these functions it is
essential that the parameters used by these tasks are setup correctly and consistently.
Appendix A has parameters and syntax that were used for the following tasks and commands:
• zerocombine
• darkcombine
• asthedit
• flatcombine
• ccdproc
• phot (including sub-task parameters)
• txdump
• ccdlist
• setjd
• imstat

5. Photometry
To measure the changes in energy being received from Markarian 501, atmospheric conditions
must be accounted for. Otherwise, if clouds came over during the night, the data could be
misunderstood as changes from the source object.
To account for atmospheric changes standard reference stars (that are not variable objects) are
chosen. When processing the data, any fluctuations in magnitude that happen to them are
accounted for in determining the actual magnitude of Markarian 501.
Figure 9 shows Markarian 501 and the 6 reference stars, all circled in green.

Figure 10 - Reference Star Selections
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Using IRAF’s “phot” task and the “txdump” command, data on the selected objects can be
produced similar to the following table:
Filename
Mrk501.0019.FIT
"
"
"
"
"
"

Filter
R
"
"
"
"
"
"

Ref ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Magnitude
17.225
16.013
16.628
18.639
18.817
18.887
18.889

Error
0.006
0.002
0.003
0.017
0.021
0.022
0.022

The process of selecting the reference stars and creating a “.reg” file to use with the “phot” task
were done manually. In the future, the World Coordinate System will be applied to the original
images and allow these steps to be done in an automated way.

6. Example Results
Once the photometry data is available, magnitude values can be processed into graphical output.
The following two graphs were produced using Microsoft Excel; future work will likely be done
using MATLAB. These graphs are not final, but are provided here for reference only.
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Mrk501 30 Apr 2009
Star 1 - Mrk 501

0.040
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Delta Magnitude

0.020
0.010
0.000
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JD - 2450000
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0.025

Mrk501 30 Apr 2009
Star 1 - Mrk 501 Block Average

0.020
0.015

Delta Magnitude

0.010
0.005
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-0.005
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-0.015
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-0.025
-0.030

JD - 2450000
The red, green and blue colors correspond to the color of the filters used in relation to those data
points.

7. Establishing the Data Pipeline
ROVOR has taken approximately 10,000 images of Markarian 501 during 2009 – 2012. The
generous quantity of data points will be helpful to identify patterns. However, the large number
makes it clear that an automated system is essential.
The following table identifies key functions needed for automated processing.
Automated Functions needed for Data Pipeline:
• Create consistent filenames for images.
• Insert required data into image headers.
• Combine bias frames and process into Master Zeros.
• Combine dark frames and process into Master Darks.
• Combine flat frames and process into Master Flats.
• Process object frames with the Master frames.
• Select reference stars on processed object frames.
• Perform photometry calculations.
• Process photometry data into graphic output.
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8. Conclusion
The steps involved in obtaining and processing data on Markarian 501 using ROVOR are well
established There is already a wealth of images ready for processing, and more are being added
most nights that have good weather in Delta, Utah.
The next step is to develop and automated data pipeline. As this comes online, exciting insights
on what is happening with the Blazar Markarian 501 are on the horizon.
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Appendix A – IRAF Parameters and Commands
Chances are some, if not many, of these values will change, but at least this will provide a
starting point for follow-up work.
1.

epar zerocombine
a. Input: bias files, create filelist if needed
i. Use BIAS frames from beginning of night if available.
ii. If not, use interspersed BIAS frames if they are available.
iii. If not, use the closest night’s master zero.
b. (output = “Zero_date_...”
c. (combine=”average”
d. (reject=”minmax”
e. (ccdtype = “”
f. (process=no
g. (delete=no
h. (clobber=no
i. (scale=”mode”
j. (statsec=
i. For 512x512 CCD: [231:281,231:281]
ii. For 1024x1024 CCD: 100x100 centered
k. (nlow = See reference below for how many to reject
l. (nhigh = See reference below for how many to reject
m. (nkeep=1
n. (mclip=yes
o. (lsigma=3.
p. (hsigma=3.
q. Rdnoise=0.
r. (gain=1.
s. (snoise=0.
t. (pclip=-0.5
u. (blank=0.
v. (mode=ql

2.

epar darkcombine
a. input = List of dark images to combine
i. Input: bias files, create @filelist if needed
1. Use DARK frames from beginning of night if available.
2. If not, use interspersed DARK frames if they are available.
3. If not, use the closest night’s master dark.
b. (output = "Dark_date…") Output dark image root name
c. (combine = "average") Type of combine operation
d. (reject = "minmax")
Type of rejection
e. (ccdtype = "")
CCD image type to combine
f. (process = no)
Process images before combining?
g. (delete = no)
Delete input images after combining?
h. (clobber = no)
Clobber existing output image?
i. (scale = "exposure") Image scaling
j. (statsec = "[231:281,231:281] ")
Image section for computing statistics
k. (nlow = See reference below for how many to reject
l. (nhigh = See reference below for how many to reject
m. (nkeep = 1)
Minimum to keep (pos) or maximum to reject (neg
n. (mclip = yes)
Use median in sigma clipping algorithms?
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o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.

(lsigma = 3.)
(hsigma = 3.)
(rdnoise = "0.")
(gain = "1.")
(snoise = "0.")
(pclip = -0.5)
(blank = 0.)
(mode = "ql")

Lower sigma clipping factor
Upper sigma clipping factor
ccdclip: CCD readout noise (electrons)
ccdclip: CCD gain (electrons/DN)
ccdclip: Sensitivity noise (fraction)
pclip: Percentile clipping parameter
Value if there are no pixels

3.

epar asthedit (use to update image header files)
a. images = *.* Images to be operated upon
b. commands = /data/rovor/Vaultdata/subset.cmds
i. the subset.cmds file includes commands for updating the headers
c. (table = "")
File of values
d. (colnames = "")
Column names in table file
e. (prompt = "asthedit> ") Prompt for STDIN commands
f. (update = yes)
Update image header?
g. (verbose = yes)
Verbose output?
h. (oldstyle = no)
Use old style format?
i. (mode = "ql")

4.

epar flatcombine
a. Note: check headers to make sure imagetyp is correct: object, flat, etc.
i. If not when you run ccdproc it will apply flat fielding to darks
ii. Use for example: asthedit *.DARK.* commands=/data/rovor/Vaultdata/dark.cmds
iii. Can also do bias.cmds if they’re needed
b. input =
List of flat field images to combine
c. (output =
Flat_date...) Output flat field root name
d. (combine=
average) Type of combine operation
e. (reject =
minmax) Type of rejection
f. (ccdtype=
flat) CCD image type to combine
g. (process=
yes) Process images before combining?
h. (subsets=
yes) Combine images by subset parameter?
i. (delete =
no) Delete input images after combining?
j. (clobber=
no) Clobber existing output image?
k. (scale =
mode) Image scaling
l. (statsec=
) Image section for computing statistics
m. (nlow =
1) minmax: Number of low pixels to reject
n. (nhigh =
1) minmax: Number of high pixels to reject
o. (nkeep =
1) Minimum to keep (pos) or maximum to reject (neg)
p. (mclip =
yes) Use median in sigma clipping algorithms?
q. (lsigma =
3.) Lower sigma clipping factor
r. (hsigma =
3.) Upper sigma clipping factor
s. (rdnoise=
0.) ccdclip: CCD readout noise (electrons)
t. (gain =
1.) ccdclip: CCD gain (electrons/DN)
u. (snoise =
0.) ccdclip: Sensitivity noise (fraction)
v. (pclip =
-0.5) pclip: Percentile clipping parameter
w. (blank =
1.) Value if there are no pixels
x. (mode =
ql)

5.

How to define nhigh and nlow:
a. If have 0-10 Images: reject 1 high and 1 low
b. 11-25 images: reject 2
c. >25 images: reject 3
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6.

epar ccdproc
a. images = @filelist
i. Create filelist
1. Files > filelist
2. Then edit out files not needed
3. Process all object images and darks interspersed within object images.
4. Don’t process:
a. BIAS and DARK frames done used to create master frames if they were
done at the beginning of the night. Interspersed ones are OK.
b. Master Zero and Dark frames
b. (output = "")
List of output CCD images
c. (ccdtype = "")
CCD image type to correct
d. (max_cache = 0)
Maximum image caching memory (in Mbytes)
e. (noproc = no)
List processing steps only?\n
f. (fixpix = no)
Fix bad CCD lines and columns?
g. (overscan = no)
Apply overscan strip correction?
h. (trim = yes)
Trim the image?
i. (zerocor = yes)
Apply zero level correction?
j. (darkcor = yes)
Apply dark count correction?
k. (flatcor = yes)
Apply flat field correction?
l. (illumcor = no)
Apply illumination correction?
m. (fringecor = no)
Apply fringe correction?
n. (readcor = no)
Convert zero level image to readout correction?
o. (scancor = no)
Convert flat field image to scan correction?\n
p. (readaxis = "line")
Read out axis (column|line)
q. (fixfile = "")
File describing the bad lines and columns
r. (biassec = "")
Overscan strip image section
s. (trimsec = "")
Trim data section
t. (zero = Zero_date… Zero level calibration image
u. (dark = Dark_date… Dark count calibration image
v. (flat = Flat_date…) Flat field images
i. Note: ccdproc will find the right filters based on the header “subset” value for both the
object frame and the flat frame.
w. (illum = "")
Illumination correction images
x. (fringe = "")
Fringe correction images
y. (minreplace = 1.)
Minimum flat field value
z. (scantype = "shortscan") Scan type (shortscan|longscan)
aa. (nscan = 1)
Number of short scan lines\n
bb. (interactive = no)
Fit overscan interactively?
cc. (function = "legendre") Fitting function
dd. (order = 1)
Number of polynomial terms or spline pieces
ee. (sample = "*")
Sample points to fit
ff. (naverage = 1)
Number of sample points to combine
gg. (niterate = 1)
Number of rejection iterations
hh. (low_reject = 3.)
Low sigma rejection factor
ii. (high_reject = 3.)
High sigma rejection factor
jj. (grow = 0.)
Rejection growing radius

7.

epar phot
a. image =
b. skyfile =
c. (coords =
d. (output =

The input image(s)
The input sky file(s)
The input coordinate files(s) (default: image.coo.?)
default) The output photometry file(s) (default: image.mag.?)
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e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
8.

(plotfil=
(datapar=
(centerp=
(fitskyp=
(photpar=
(interac=
(radplot=
(icomman=
(gcomman=
(wcsin =
(wcsout =
(cache =
(verify =
(update =
(verbose=
(graphic=
(display=
(mode =

) The output plots metacode file
) Data dependent parameters
) Centering parameters
) Sky fitting parameters
) Photometry parameters
no) Interactive mode ?
no) Plot the radial profiles in interactive mode ?
) Image cursor: [x y wcs] key [cmd]
) Graphics cursor: [x y wcs] key [cmd]
physical) The input coordinate system (logical,tv,physical,world)
physical) The output coordinate system (logical,tv,physical)
)_.cache) Cache the input image pixels in memory ?
no) Verify critical parameters in non-interactive mode ?
)_.update) Update critical parameters in non-interactive mode ?
yes) Print messages in non-interactive mode ?
)_.graphics) Graphics device
)_.display) Display device
ql)

Sub-task parameters for phot:
a. TASK = datapars
i. (scale =
ii. (fwhmpsf=
iii. (emissio=
iv. (sigma =
v. (datamin=
vi. (datamax=
vii. (noise =
viii. (ccdread=
ix. (gain =
x. (readnoi=
xi. (epadu =
xii. (exposur=
xiii. (airmass=
xiv. (filter =
xv. (obstime=
xvi. (itime =
xvii. (xairmas=
xviii. (ifilter=
xix. (otime =
xx. (mode =
b. TASK = centerpars
i. (calgori=
ii. (cbox =
iii. (cthresh=
iv. (minsnra=
v. (cmaxite=
vi. (maxshif=
vii. (clean =
viii. (rclean =
ix. (rclip =
x. (kclean =
xi. (mkcente=
xii. (mode =

1.472) Image scale in units per pixel
4.) FWHM of the PSF in scale units
yes) Features are positive ?
INDEF) Standard deviation of background in counts
INDEF) Minimum good data value
INDEF) Maximum good data value
poisson) Noise model
) CCD readout noise image header keyword
) CCD gain image header keyword
15.) CCD readout noise in electrons
3.5) Gain in electrons per count
exptime) Exposure time image header keyword
airmass) Airmass image header keyword
subset) Filter image header keyword
hjd) Time of observation image header keyword
INDEF) Exposure time
INDEF) Airmass
INDEF) Filter
INDEF) Time of observation
ql)
centroid) Centering algorithm
10.) Centering box width in scale units
0.) Centering threshold in sigma above background
1.) Minimum signal-to-noise ratio for centering algorithm
10) Maximum number of iterations for centering algorithm
10.) Maximum center shift in scale units
no) Symmetry clean before centering ?
1.) Cleaning radius in scale units
2.) Clipping radius in scale units
3.) Rejection limit in sigma
no) Mark the computed center on display ?
ql)
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c.

d.

9.

TASK = fitskypars
i. (salgori=
ii. (annulus=
iii. (dannulu=
iv. (skyvalu=
v. (smaxite=
vi. (sloclip=
vii. (shiclip=
viii. (snrejec=
ix. (sloreje=
x. (shireje=
xi. (khist =
xii. (binsize=
xiii. (smooth =
xiv. (rgrow =
xv. (mksky =
xvi. (mode =
TASK = photpars
i. (weighti=
ii. (apertur=
iii. (zmag =
iv. (mkapert=
v. (mode =

centroid) Sky fitting algorithm
15.) Inner radius of sky annulus in scale units
10.) Width of sky annulus in scale units
0.) User sky value
10) Maximum number of sky fitting iterations
0.) Lower clipping factor in percent
0.) Upper clipping factor in percent
50) Maximum number of sky fitting rejection iterations
3.) Lower K-sigma rejection limit in sky sigma
3.) Upper K-sigma rejection limit in sky sigma
3.) Half width of histogram in sky sigma
0.1) Binsize of histogram in sky sigma
no) Boxcar smooth the histogram
0.) Region growing radius in scale units
no) Mark sky annuli on the display
al)
constant) Photometric weighting scheme for wphot
6) List of aperture radii in scale units
25.) Zero point of magnitude scale
no) Draw apertures on the display
ql)

To run phot:
a. phot Mrk501.0256.FIT coords=mrk501.256.reg
i. then update image file each time until you get errors

10. Other useful commands
a. To export photometry data into file that can be used by Excel or Matlab:
i. txdump *.mag.1 image,ifilter,id,mag,merr,otime yes > photometry_date…
b. To display what has been done on the images, as recorded in their headers
i. ccdlist:
1. outputs similar to: Mrk501.0127.FIT[512,512][real][object][B][TZDF]:Mrk 501
c. To correct hjd warnings
i. open astutil package
ii. Run setjd *.FIT (command loaded at the Vaultdata level)
d.

To show mean, mode, stddev values
i. imstat:
1. Input=*.DARK.*[231:281,231:281]
2. Compare mode values, then record and graph in logbook. This will help
identify bias drift and allow for later processing to remove it.
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